NOTE: Full Time U16, U19 or PG: all van fees are included in
your program fee.
The van fee is also included in the Lights on Chute program fee
so there are no additional van charges for LOC.
Van Fee System:
• Everyone wishing to use the van will need to open an
account. You may open an account by writing a check to
EMSC or going to the web
site,www.emsc.lertprograms.com, clicking on the Van tab
at the top of the page and clicking on the Deposit Money
to Van Account button which will take you to paypal. Each
family only needs one account not one for each athlete.
• Every time an athlete uses the van their account would be
debited for the dollar amount for the location – see below
for current fee structure.
• Attendance will be taken every day for the vans. The office will
collect attendance sheets from the vans on Mondays for
the previous week/ weekend and update the Van Accounts
spreadsheet so families know what their balance is and
can add to their account when needed. The office will also
send out emails to families with negative balances on
Monday and they will have that week to add to their
account.
• We will still be using the sign up genius to reflect the number
of athletes we have going to training, races or LOC. This
also helps us know how many drivers and vans we need.
• EMSC would suggest starting your account with $250 or more
if you have multiple athletes that will be utilizing the
van. If, however, you feel you will only be using the van a
couple times throughout the year put less money in your
account. Just note last year we had 8 days of early
training at Loveland, which would be $160 in van fees
before Eldora even opened. Any money left at the end of
the year could be carried over to the next year or refunded.

• If there is a negative balance for more than 1 week, athletes
will not be able to utilize the vans until the balance is paid
and there is money in their van account.
Van Fees:
Van Fees 2016-2017
Location
Loveland
Winter Park
A-Basin
Breckenridge
Copper
Keystone
Vail
Steamboat
Aspen
Monarch
Sunlight
Crested Butte
Telluride
Grand Junction

Fee
$20
$30
$30
$35
$30
$35
$40
$50
$50
$50
$55
$70
$75
$75

